
“What about ME”? The Greater? For me and my Church? 

 
For YOU: 
Leave carnal, natural, low-life things behind and reach for more, reach for more, use the faith that 
you have, express the faith that you have. Don’t be content to be at the place you were last year, or 
last month, or yesterday! 

God has greater for you if you pursue it, greater in your finances, greater in the anointing in your life, 
greater in peace, greater in joy, greater in health, greater in provision.  To move into the greater, 
you have to let go of the lesser. You have to turn your back on anything that would diminish, 
anything that would hold you in the natural, and in carnal human ways of operating and thinking. 
You have to come into greater thinking to come into a greater flow.   

So, continue to renew your MIND, because there’s a greater work to be done in your MIND, for the 
mind is the gateway to the spirit. If the MIND stops short of the greater, so will your spirit. 
But if your MIND will move past human reasoning, human thinking, natural thinking and embrace 
the thinking of the Word, then it will bring you into a greater flow of the Spirit, and then things will 
become easy for you.  

That which was difficult will be difficult no longer, but it will become easy for you. So, 
pursue the greater, so say it with your mouth, say it in your home, say it over your family, say it 
over your business and over those things that are pertinent to your particular life. “My home is 
greater, my marriage is greater, my children move into greater, my mind moves into greater, my 
finances move into greater, my health moves into greater! And your personal life will then be carried 
into the church life.  

For the Local Church: 

A congregation cannot experience the greatness that God has for it as a whole if 
people are not moving into that greatness in their individual lives! 

So, move into the greatness, and as you do that individually, then your church family will step up. But 
if you don’t, and live life as usual, and resume yesteryear’s way of living, then it will be a hindrance to 
the moving forward of your church family. So know this, the way you conduct your personal 
life will affect your local Church family. So, for the sake of the plan of God for your 
church family, reach into the greater, move into the greater, put a greater demand and 
expectation upon your own self, upon your own standards, and upon your own way 
of thinking! Bring it into the greater; bring it into a greater level of honor, a greater 
level of excellence, and a greater standard. Thank you Father! Glory to God!”  


